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See what’s possible at Gepro Box


 Look at our standard boxes
 Look at our custom made boxes






The standard range of boxes for on trucks and trailers


Gepro Box is the manufacturer of pick-up and underbody toolboxes for on trucks and trailers. Whether it is a standard version or a custom solution, at Gepro Box you are at the right place.


The entire production, including powder coating, is conducted in-house, which means we can switch quickly and have a lot of boxes in stock. The range of boxes is available in aluminium, steel, stainless steel and plastic. All these boxes meet the requirements for safety and functionality, therefore the standard boxes have an ECE R73 approval.
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Quality for the best price






Delivered at home






Delivery from stock
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 Underbody toolboxes
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 Pick-up toolboxes
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 Custom made toolboxes
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 Trailer toolboxes
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 Featured boxes




	 [image: ]AALBORG XL
1950 × 775 × 630 mm
 €775.05 (€937.81 incl. BTW) Add to basket
See product

	 [image: ]PADBORG STAINLESS STEEL 2 mm
460 × 600 × 620 mm
 €1,137.54 (€1,376.42 incl. BTW) Add to basket
See product

	 [image: ]SKANDERBORG
900 × 300 × 350 mm
 €179.16 (€216.78 incl. BTW) Add to basket
See product

	 [image: Sonderborg RVS 1,5 mm]SONDERBORG STAINLESS STEEL 1,5mm
1000 × 500 × 500 mm
 €381.39 (€461.48 incl. BTW) Add to basket
See product




 View all the boxes




 



Custom solutions




 View all the possibilities
 Or call +31 (0) 182 769 238




Is your storage solution not in the brochure? No problem, you can also contact us for customization specific requests.


A different model, a different size or extra options on the box, this is all possible at Gepro Box. The procedure for a custom request is as follows: as soon as the quotation request arrives, an appropriate quotation will be made. When the quote is approved, it is put into order. A drawing of the customized box is made and sent to the customer for approval. Is this approved? Then the production phase begins.







Take a look at our factory!


Here is a small impression of our factory in Gouderak. The drawing, nesting, cutting, setting, welding, cleaning, assembling and coating is done entirely in-house. In addition, the boxes are delivered on location by our drivers.
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Countries




Years of experience




Factories






 Mercedes Actros built up


For this stunning project, we supplied all parts in mirrored stainless steel.
The superstructure consists of…


 Look at the project
 View all the projects







Latest news


[image: The new Gepro Box trailers have arrived!]
  The new Gepro Box trailers have arrived! 
We have some nice news!! Our new trailers have arrived, which not only us, but also our driver Kjeld is very happy with! We wish him a lot of fun with this beautiful combination.

read more
[image: NUFAM 2023!]
  NUFAM 2023! 
What a success! Last September we attended the NUFAM in Karlsruhe, the fair known for the latest technologies and innovations in the field of transport. We were also allowed to contribute to this. Various encounters We have enjoyed the many conversations and meetings...

read more
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Klantenservice


Customer service


Kundendienst


Vevőszolgálat
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Social Media


Sozialen Medien


Közösségi média
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Gepro Box Nederland


Gepro Box Netherlands


Gepro Box Die Niederlande


Gepro Box Hollandia


Middelblok 154
Gouderak, 2831 BR
T: +31(0)182 769238
F: +31(0)182 372841
M: info@geprobox.com


Middelblok 154
Gouderak, 2831 BR
P: +31(0)182 769238
F: +31(0)182 372841
M: info@geprobox.com


Middelblok 154
Gouderak, 2831 BR
T: +31(0)182 769238
F: +31(0)182 372841
P: info@geprobox.com


Middelblok 154
Gouderak, 2831 BR
T: +31(0)182 769238
F: +31(0)182 372841
L: info@geprobox.com



Gepro Box Hongarije Kft.


Gepro Box Hungary Kft.


Gepro Box Ungarn Kft.


Gepro Box Magyarország Kft.


H-9442 Fertőendréd,
Ipar út 5.
T: +36 30 313 99 01
M: sales@geprobox.com


H-9442 Fertőendréd,
Ipar út 5.
P: +36 30 313 99 01
M: sales@geprobox.com


H-9442 Fertőendréd,
Ipar út 5.
T: +36 30 313 99 01
P: sales@geprobox.com


H-9442 Fertőendréd,
Ipar út 5.
T: +36 30 313 99 01
L: sales@geprobox.com
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